
Gospel text 
 
when searching for the definition for the word gospel // we 
find in strong’s concordance it means good news 

but the true definition is found in 3 bible verse 

all verses with the word gospel are in the description box 
below 

these slides can be screen captured to be reviewed 

and the text is also in description box for the deaf 

 

 

slide 

lets take a look at these 3 verses from 3 gospels to define 
what gospel means //  

we will do this by reading the text around the word gospel  // 
and they will tell us the definition 

the 1st verses is the most important,  

silent 3 count 

 

slide 

next we have 3 more verses that backup the top 3 verses  

for these are saying   it was Jesus doing the explaining of 
His Kingdom 

 

slide 

and then we have 1 verse that helps us a little more //  

silent 3 count 

 

slide 

these are the other verses found in the 4 gospels // and 
notice they all have the word preach in some form  

these read   as if the reader knows what the word gospel 
means // so there is no real help to define the word gospel 

silent 3 count 

 

slide 



which brings us back to the 1st slide with these 3 verses 

Luke 16:16 is the best verse for defining the word gospel // 
but when i searched a web site for this verse in all bibles // 
slide // most of the bibles copied this verse from the nasb // 
and yet in the nasb 1977, it is in italics to show they added 
this word 

this word proclaimed is a very important word // slide // but if 
we remove that word we have to re edit these 1st words //  

 

we know logically the word Law is truthful // but not here in 
this verse 

here the word Law needs to be changed to PROPHESIES 

 silent 3 count 

 

slide 

because ALL the highlighted text tells us about – the 
kingdom FROM YV   is and was   preached // and Jesus is 
Teaching His gospel 

what is very important to know is   Jesus was PROPHESIED 
TO COME and His Kingdom will be in Heaven with YV // and 
we the FORGIVEN will enter HEAVEN //  

silent 3 count 

 

slide 

now we know luke 16:16 is really telling us  Jesus’ gospel 
Is His words; // Proclaiming His Kingdom FROM YV // and 
there is no more Prophesies of His 1st COMING // 

 and that some of the definition for Gospel // for we know 
there is much more in Jesus’ Teaching // as to what is to 
take place after His body died on earth 
 

 
slide 

this is how i would re edit the 1st part of this verse 

the green highlight is the add words 

the blue highlighted i would remove 

i changed the word Law to Prophesies because the Prophets 
were Prophesying of YV’S HOLY ONE IS COMING for His 
Kingdom 



now it would read // "YV’S PROPHESIES of Me, were from 
our Prophets, until John // and we are talking about John the 
Baptist slash Heralder //  

 

slide 

now for the 2nd part  //  

i changed the word preached to taught // taught is a better 
word  

now it would read  

now My gospel   of My Kingdom FROM YV will be Taught, 

 

slide 

and now for the last part // and it reads as is  

and everyone is forcing his way into it. 
 

as written   it is a lie // do you know how      everyone is 
forcing HIS way in to it?  

  me either 

i don’t know how you edit these words in your bible // 

but i would re edit the text like this 

 

slide 

changing the word forcing to learn is more truthful // this 
might not be the only word we could place here to not make 
it a lie 

now i would like to tell the men listen what they miss when 
they are reading the bible // there are hundreds of verses 
that leaves out women from entering HEAVEN 

by changing the word his to their // i include women 

 

then i added the words // for entering it  // at the ending // 

now it reads 
 
and everyone is to learn their way for entering it.   ////////// 

   

slide 

myself i know in the bible are words that say this 



so i would remove all those words  

but – this is how i edited for this video 

 

luke 16:16 is the best verse to define the word gospel 

now the books need to be renamed 

Jesus’ Gospel by;    matthew   mark   luke   john 

true truths about Jesus are not forgotten  // but there needs 
to be a lot of editing in the 4 books about Jesus 

thx for watching // a lot more truths are coming 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


